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The perfect developer toolkit wants all products. Upgrade and switch options are available: Buy 10 IDs for two products and work on different projects with different tools on multiple computers when needed. Switch tools with all product package licenses for easy use. All JetBrains desktop tools are
included in one unique license. Bring all the tools without restrictions. Improve your software skills with the best professional tools. Manage tools with Toolbox, learn more about easy installation, updates, and even if you have an existing license for any JetBrains desktop product, you can buy a new All
Products Pack subscription with an additional discount. You can upgrade your current All Products subscription with the Upgrade link, which appears in addition to all the licenses you can upgrade from your JetBrains account. You can click this link to complete the order. If you have any questions, please
contact our sales team. All Products Infographic Download IntelliJ IDEA elements are designed to increase developer productivity. In addition, intelligent support for coding and ergonomic design makes development work not only productive, but also enjoyable. After indexing the source code, Tour IntelliJ
IDEA provides a very fast and intelligent development experience by providing appropriate suggestions (quick and smart code completion, instant code analysis and reliable refuctoring tools) in all contexts. Gets real access to essential tools such as integrated version system, different supporting
languages and frames without the need to install plug-ins. The basic completion function suggests class names, methods, fields, and keywords in a visible range, and smart supplementation only suggests the type expected in the current context. IntelliJ IDEA is an IDE for Java, but understands many
different languages, including SQL, JPQL, HTML and JavaScript, and provides intelligent coding support, and you can skillfully handle them even when terms in these languages are inserted into a string of literal in Java code. IntelliJ IDEA automates temporary and repetitive development tasks by
anticipating your needs so that you can continue to focus on your overall work. In design and execution decisions, developers will preferably encroah the workflow. Find the items you want to remove or decrease. Track the user context and automatically suggest the appropriate tool. IntelliJ IDEA encoding
support is not only provided to the editor, but also to work with other parts (such as creating fields, finding item lists, using tool windows, switching settings, etc.) so that you can continue your productive work. Build Tools Version Management HTTP Client Profiling Tools Decompiler Coverage Database

Tools/SQL Spring EE Jakarta EE Micronaut Quarkus Helidon Grails Android React Cord Nativeova Ionic JavaScript TypeScript HTML and CSS Node.js Asia Angular.js All Feature View Review, Navigation React, Assignment, Management and Merge GitHub Requests within the Ide. You can also
comment on the conversation and check the coverage. The Checks widget allows you to move between alerts and errors in open files. The Problems tool window contains details about the problem in the current file so that you can quickly fix it. If the change causes a problem with another file, the plugin
tip will display a notification. Take advantage of jakarta EE's full technology and see improved Quarkus, Micronaut, Amazon SQS API and OpenAPI support. Investments that can be paid out. IntelliJ IDEA Ultimate has a quantitative return on investment of 850%. See the findings! If your team wants to test
IntelliJ IDEA Ultimate together, you can sign up for a 90-day free trial without limiting the number of users. Fill out a short form and we will soon contact you if your team meets a range of simple criteria. Sign up for Trial Coming in 2020.3 New Feature Resource Purchase Coming in 2020.3 New Feature
Resource Purchase Download IntelliJ IDEA supports a wide range of frames (server page and front end). IntelliJ IDEA includes key tools for automating construction for various languages, including Java, and JavaScript. IntelliJ IDEA provides you with an excellent toolbar to help you work flawlessly, so
you can use them immediately without setting them up. IntelliJ IDEA allows you to log in/log on to changes, view records, and work with affiliates. With IntelliJ IDEA, you can deploy the main application servers and clouds. You can easily build, deploy, and eliminate artifacts. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 allows you
to view and merge GitHub drag requests directly within the IDE, quickly navigate between alerts and errors in the file via the Overview widget, and In this window, you can see the full list of problems in the current file, and you'll be notified if the changes you made cause problems in other files. Jakarta EE
is available and improved support for Quarkus, Micronaut and OpenAPI is available. Java 15 will be released in September, but intelliJ IDEA 2020.2 is getting ready for it. The records feature has been updated and a different trial is now available. Basic support for closed classes has also been added. Of
course, TelliJ IDEA also fully supports text blocks. If an error occurs by changing the signature of a class, method, or external application field, IDE notifies you with an inlay tip. When you click a tip for a related problem, ide opens the Search tool window to display a list of all related problems that occur in
external files. Ides allow you to use structural search and replacement to find and replace code blocks that match a particular pattern and replace them if necessary. In IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2, you can create more structural search templates than scanning. For each SSR check, you can specify the severity
level and add a description to enable or disable it individually. The exception trace analysis has been supplemented by an analysis of data flow. When you click Stak Tracking, the IDE tells the user where the exception appears in the code and suggests suggestions to help you determine why the
exception occurred. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 works smoothly with Stream API. When you enter the stream() and start typing the name of the flow method within the collection without the need to enter the correct action into the stream, IntelliJ IDEA automatically inserts the stream. This applies to all flow
operations. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 allows the introduction of a variable reflector to selectively replace the use of variables in the medium range. You can now choose from a variety of alternate options without being limited to selecting only one or all of the items. Move over each selection to highlight the call
you want to replace with a new variable in the editor. The new Java window now includes all groups of ordinary, surrounding, other, outgoing, and iterations, so you don't have to search for Java-related templates. You don't have to lose out when you search for live templates that meet your needs. There
is also a separate groovy-node. The Problems tool window is added. Alerts and errors associated with the current file are displayed along with a description of the problem. In this tool window, you can right-click on the problem to scroll through the lines of code that are facing the problem, and then tap
Alt+Enter to solve the problem one by one. Widget Inspections makes it easy to find alerts, errors, and other problems, and you can easily navigate the problem by pressing F2 or by clicking the arrow icon. You can choose from none (no choice), only errors (errors only) and any problems (all problems)
that you want to highlight in the Inspections widget. If you want to test possible results after using an intense action, you can preview the results before actually applying them to code. Press Alt+Enter to call Show contextual actions, select the required voltage action, and, if it is macOS, press Ctrl+Shift+I
to preview the results. The default spell check has been improved. It works much faster, filters irrelevant templates, and sorts the correct templates by context. It also suggests that IDE view the first two paragraphs of the file and discover the language and activate its language model. You can now view
the details of the open drag requests in a separate vertical tool window with one click. The conversation appears in the editor's main window, and you can add comments immediately. At the bottom of the window, you'll see the results of the pre-9th-page scan. If you have permission to manage drag
requests, you can browse, assign, manage, merge requests, view comments, send them, and accept changes directly within the IDE. Read more on the blog in this edition, we have corrected the visual consistency of the conversational conversations of merge, pulling and Rebase. We've also improved
the Git command to execute so that the dialog box can clearly identify it and include some missing options. Drag and combine dialogs are added --rebase and --no-check, respectively. In intelliJ IDEA 2020.2, when you compare two branches, IDE opens the branch log in the display editor in one view.
Unlike the VCS tool pane, this view has enough room to view the full vow report in each branch and affected files. Now you can squash select multiple shape from the local branch. Open the Log tab in the Git tool pane, select local notices, and then the squash is dragged. I've decided to change the
message of delay. any changes to this notice will be included in one message with an updated message. You can now delete the Git log as a drag. In IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2, when working on projects on Linux or Windows file systems, you can use a git installed on WSL2. When you open a project in WSL,
IDE automatically switches to Git installed in WSL so that you can use all the appropriate features. It supports all features available in Jakarta EE (CDI, JPA, Batch, Bean Validation, JSF, JAX-RS, WebSocket, Servlets, JSP, JSON-P, JSON-B, Security, EJB and JTA specifications) for the Jakarta EE 9
issue in September. If you need to create a Java EE 8 or Jakarta EE 9 project, you can now use the New Project Wizard. The new Jakarta EE project was created in just a few steps. Select and set java versions, build tools, extensions and other options. To make it easier to work with the Quarkus
configuration file, ide now provides code completion and highlighting and gray code that is not used in both properties and YAML configuration files. You can also move to the configured bean in the configuration file or vice versa. The current version of the IDE uses edge navigation for injected beans and
provides updated reviews that work perfectly in the simplified Quarkus syntax. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 also @DefaultBean, @AlternativePriority, and injections only after qualification (no need to use @Inject). With the new UI integration feature Swagger, you can now preview OpenAPI in the main panel of
IntelliJ IDEA Editor. This is an excellent update that simplifys the testing process. Improved IDE for calculating structural differences between OpenAPI specifications. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 understands the Swagger/OpenAPI specifications and compares two files based on the structure of json or YAML files
so that users can see the perceived differences in advance. To use this feature, select Compare Open API Specifications (Compare Open API Specifications) from the context menu, or run this action in the Search Everywhere dialog box. There is another update that is useful for the wizard for the new
project and the Micronaut framework. Added is the option to create a new micronaut project directly from the wizard. Organize your projects step by step and start working with them immediately. In the Micronaut application, you can use RabbitMQ or Kafka to If you're using asinchrone communications,
this is probably the update you've been waiting for. Navigate through queues and topics with edge icons, find usage locations, and complete names. You can take advantage of the same feature set for Amazon SQS API. To facilitate the creation and testing of HTTP requests, IntelliJ IDEA automatically
generates JAX-RS and HTTP MicroProfile requests and then opens them on the REST client, which has built-in requirements. If your project uses one of the enterprise frameworks, such as Spring, JAX-RS, Retrofit, OkHttp, or Micronaut, you can use an intensive action to create an HTTP request from a
URL. For REST Assured TESTING, we have updated the completion of the URL reference code and the ability to explore related resources. Selenoid is now integrated into the Selenium plug-in, allowing easy to run a new test environment in browsers.json files. When the Selenoid container starts, all
necessary browser images are automatically imported. The scanner technology can be improved to analyze heaps, identify parts of code that use large amounts of memory, and detect a memory leak source. The HPROF memory viewer shows the calculated object holding size, the shortest path of the
trash collector root, the snapator tree of the object (preserved object), and the incoming reference. Instead of deploying the index locally, you can now download an index created from another computer to speed up indexing. Use a pre-built JDK shared index or create a custom-shared index to split the
build target ide. Simply install the Shared Indexes plugin. Read more While IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 indexes the project, users can continue to write code. IDE now offers templates to complete code for Javo and PHP during indexing. Ide functionality can now be called directly from the terminal. In IntelliJ IDEA
2020.2, you can use the shortcut Ctrl+Enter/Cmd+Enter to execute the commands highlighted in this GUI. Use Ctrl+Shift+Enter+Cmd+ Shift + Enter to run the highlighted commands in troubleshooting mode. Learn more about this feature in your blog post and now support maven wrapper, which
automatically installs the maven version required for your project in IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2. If you have a Maven Wrapper and is configured, IDE uses it automatically and gets changes when needed. Now, for all projects that are open as before, Instead of using the Maven version, you can set up a version
of Maven for each project. To ensure a more consistent user experience, the Build window displays the Building Output of the Native IntelliJ IDEA Builder instead of the Messages tool. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 ensures the completion and navigation of project names in build.gradle files. For example, you can
quickly convert forloop with a numeric index to foreach field method. By underizing comments directly from the editor, it is easy to read comments of documents from JavaScript and TypeScript files due to minimal motications. From this release, finer examples are easier to set than the default formatting
tool for clearing code. Simply select the On reformaat code box (when you reform the code) and IDE uses More Beautiful every time a user reformates files .js, .ts, .jsx, and .tsx. If necessary, you can also add other file types. Added nuxt.js support and code style settings for Vue. This is good news for
users who use the Vue.js framework. A useful tool has been deployed that can be used if the cell has a long value. You can view and edit long values in separate panels. The Editor panel has soft key mode that you can switch from the right toolbar. Boolean values are now displayed as raw values
instead of check boxes, making it easier to observe and edit values. If you enter f, t, d, n, g or c, you can enter values that correspond to false, real, default, veda, created, calculated. When you type another character, a list of drop-down lists with possible values opens. You can now preview searches that
contain changes in the data editor. To take advantage of this feature, click the DML button to activate if there are changes to the hold. Added partial support for Google BigQuery. IDE correct highlights locate and provide support for encoding. View | You can use implicit cues to display implicit elements
(including not one), but getting implicit items wasn't easy. The new auto-import for implicit action works exactly the same as automatic import for pending references (automatic import of pending references). Auto pop-ups make it easier to find features, disable automatic pop-ups, and alt+ Press Import...
You can also run hotfixes (import) (for more information). Adding and removing parentheses is an integral part of the daily life of programmers. So we initially added an intensity to wrap and unsue the term to make it easier, but we had to call it manually. He then supported the option to automatically add
and remove the corresponding parentheses. This added support was additionally advanced because both parentheses are automatically added and removed based on the code backing. As a result, 2 can still try to drag important brackets while maintaining parentheses. To take advantage of this feature,
don't worry about brackets and leave it ide. V accompanying classes or attributes and accompanying objects have a special relationship. Meanwhile, JetBrains reflected these relationships in the project's view, but the companion, who was not reflected here, was treated as a different class or object. From
now on, you'll see the navigation edge icon with Companion (Settings) | General | Editor | You can configure it in gutter icons. You can also use go To to navigate your class, badges, and keyword subject. Companion object members can easily be automatically completed or automatically imported.
Scaladoc tags are easy to edit, but they are not easy to see because you need to look at * columns, tags and macros when you read them. Now you can make Scaladoc right away in the editor so that it looks clear and concise (Editor) | General | You can switch off from appearance (appearance).
Scaladoc's options have also been improved in quick documentation pop-ups so that paragraphs, lists, and macros can now be handled correctly. In addition to improving the accuracy and speed of code completion, two new features have been introduced. First, if the current range has the appropriate
value, you can automatically complete the method name and its arguments at once. Second, the static function, which can be used with algebraic data types (ADT), can be used for arguments using a notation point. This is part of Hoogle Completion, JetBrains' attempt to revive Hoogle in languages that
don't use the Hindley-Milner type system (ongoing). TLS connectivity support for Docker daemons has been added to IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2, allowing Windows to securely connect to Docker. Nwo Settings)/Settings | Build, Execute, deploy (build, run, deploy) | In the Kubernetes program, you can specify a
custom cuba file. However, if you select the kubernetes root element, in the Service view, show the settings... (Show settings) button. You can also specify custom kubeconfig files for your project or for the current project. This means that you can assign separate files to kubeconfig for each project.
Completion for ConfigMaps/Secrets is supported in the current project and farm. The items in the farm appear in blue in the completion list. You can now move from ConfigMap/Secret to the appropriate ConfigMap/Secret resource in the project or cluster. The same applies to ConfigMap/Secret keys.
IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 contains all changes to Android Studio 4.0. Read more Now IntelliJ IDEA detects whether a screen reader is being used and automatically activates IDE accessibility features when used. IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2 allows you to use Unicode emoji on Linux. Have fun when you try it out. In
order
efficiency and realucation problems, we have provided new integration with JCEF to enable the intelliJ platform plug-in to be launched. I.
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